result is presented, Theorem 1, which shows the existence of a conic sector that contains a sampled-data operator. 
bers to the set of r-dimensional vectors that have i. Introduction finite truncated norm for all truncations -e R+:
Conic sectors can be used to analyze closed
ItellT -fjhle(t)llEdt (1) loop stability and robustness of some very general feedback systems (1, 2, 3, 4, 5] . The usefulness of this
The subscript E indicates the Euclidean vector analysis. however, depends on the existence of a norm. In the limit as r --o: the truncated function particular conic sector, or cone, for the particular norm becomes the L 2 function norm devoted by feedback system of interest. This cone should be llelL 2 ., both computable and yield nonconservative suffi-A relation A is any subset of the product space cient conditions for closed loop stability and for L, x L2e. The inverse relation Al always exists robustness margins. In this letter a cone that is and is defined by useful for the analysis of sampled-data feedback, systems is presented. The main purpose of this A'
((Y.x)L2exL2eX,
letter is to prove that the cone is mathematically An operator A is a special case of a relation that
correct. An example is included to demonstrate satisfies two conditions: (1) the domain of A is all that the cone is computable and nonconservative.
.f L and (2) for every x in the domain there In Section 2 conic sectors are defined and disexists a unique y in the range such that (x, y) E A. the Fourier transform u(jw) of the input, the FourThe conic sector inequalities are now defined.
ier transform of the output y(jw) is Define A to be a relation, define C and R to be = GOW)u6(). 
gR2
(5)
The sampled-data compensator contains a prefor all (x A and all r E R then -A is filter, modelled by the Laplace transform matrix for all (x,) R). 
signal e into another analog signal u, and using operator notation this transformation is written -G' is outside cone (C, R).
These sufficient conditions are a robustness as well as a stability result because stability is determined Given the Fourier transform ejw) of the input not just for a particular K and G, but for any such then the Fourier transform u(jw) of the output is relations which satisfy the above conic sector con-I ditions.
uow) =HD* T Fk,
3. The sampled-data feedback system
The sampled-data feedback system is a special 
+f ( Z-

laxI[Kn(IO-jik)I)
The radius, via (10) of Theorem 1, is: 
...... upperbound. This inequality can be checked, for instance, using
b(z)
=
r(s)= d(z)i [b,(r)b,(i) -f 63(l)] |1/ T e(t)-la, cos[( w, -wn)t + Arg(a,)]
The gain of K depends on (1) the gain of the a Bode plot. Whether or not it is satisfied depends, computer, (2) the aliasing of the prefilter, and (3) of course, on the numerical values chosen for the the aliasing of the hold. In particular, when there !-'---, sampled-data feedback system. Because conic secis no prefiltering, i.e. when F(s) = 1, then the opertors give only sufficient conditions for closed-loop ator gain is infinite. thereby indicating extreme stability, failure of (33) 
